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“Lean NFV” to the rescue? 

The Important 
• NFV is beset with self-doubt 

• Running code and rough consensus can break logjams 

• “Lean NFV” is an approach to simplified specifications with sponsors that will provide working 

examples 

• The industry might need cloud native service definitions 

• The real issues are always value proposition and value chain 

NFV is beset with self-doubt 
While there is little doubt that compute/services virtualization will be a factor in the future of networking, 

how to realize that future is less clear. Contributing factors include: 1st generation vNFs that were shaped 

from software built for other environments, long / complicated standards definitions, focus on cost 

reduction, ecosystem maturity, and the need for business transformation. Today, NFV doubters feel 

emboldened to express their skepticism, and NFV supporters concede the journey has not had the velocity 

desired.  
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Running code and rough consensus can break logjams 
There is something to be said for robust designs that holistically address issues. There is also something 

to be said for simply getting something working, and then improving on it. Both approaches have merit, 

both approaches have downsides. Given where NFV is and given how non-Telecom IT sometimes evolves 

(technology not models), the approach of just getting something working and building on it, seems today 

like an approach with good timing. 

“Lean NFV” is an approach to simplified specifications with sponsors that will provide 

working examples 
Lean NFV (leannfv.org) aims to move NFV forward by decoupling management from how the rest of the 

network is managed, addressing the number of components that need to be coordinated for deployment, 

providing clear and practical guidelines to developers so there is graceful coexistence with NFV 

management systems. Lean NFV, today, envisions three main components: NFV manager (lifecycle 

management and service chains), Compute infrastructure (managed by a compute controller like 

OpenStack), and vNFs (data and control plane elements managed by an SDN controller). See the Lean NFV 

whitepaper at: https://leannfv.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/2019-Lean-NFV-Whitepaper-Rev-A.pdf 

Lean NFV also contends that various integration points create complexity: when an NFV manager is 

integrated with the compute infrastructure, vNFs integrated with the NFV manager, and when 

coordination is required between NFV manager components. Micro-controllers and a vendor-agnostic 

key-value (KV) store are proposed solutions for these problems. Some of the Lean NFV sponsors work for 

companies providing solutions in these areas, nonetheless, there is some merit to these suggestions, and 

some of these ideas, or similar, are already present in other areas of networking / IT. 

The industry might need cloud native service definitions 
To anyone familiar with running services in an environment such as AWS, especially serverless 

environments, there are many supporting services that can be used to realize cloud native 

application/services. Even what is provided is sometimes criticized as being lacking. The Lean NFV 

approach as currently articulated lacks mention of such services. The upside is focus; the downside is that 

there may not be enough meat on the bone. The approach allows developers to get a start, and 

demonstrate running code, which is good. The downside is there may still be considerable work to come, 

or NFV operators may need to live with a level of customization for some time. 

The real issues are always value proposition and value chain 
The real issues with innovation are always 1) is there clarity of value proposition, and 2) clarity of the value 

chain to support that value proposition. Doing things in the old way to support a new value proposition is 

common, but often broken. The Lean NFV movement is right to put a spotlight on that. The NFV ecosystem 

needs to reimagine how to leverage public clouds, and how to create private clouds, that take a deep and 
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penetrating step into the cloud ethos, in addition to building an ecosystem that supports the next 

generation of networking. 

Conclusion 
Leadership, innovation, and different approaches are necessary catalysts for change, so in this sense, the 

Lean NFV movement could be a breath of fresh air or at least an organizing point. The bigger conversations 

that complement this movement are what does a full cloud environment look like, what capabilities does 

it need, what value proposition is it delivering, and how to support that value proposition with new value 

chains. Just maybe, there are already some good examples of a cloud environment to model, or use, that 

are already in the market. 
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